
 

 

Modern Enterprise Acceleration  

What is Azure Advanced Networking 

from Servent? 

The Azure Advanced Networking 

consulting service from Servent allows 

you to leverage the available 

networking services in Azure, 

supported by Servent.  

Leveraging our Azure Advanced 

Networking consulting service we will 

help you explore the myriad of 

available networking services available 

on the Azure platform and ultimately 

help you choose either single solutions 

or a combination of solutions to meet 

your own hybrid and cloud networking 

requirements. 

Benefits 

▪  Direct access to our certified Azure 

Architects and Azure Engineers. 

▪  Ensure that all cloud and hybrid 

networking services deployed on the 

Azure platform follow both Servent 

and Microsoft recommended best 

practice.  

▪  Help accelerate your cloud delivery 

capability by leveraging our expertise. 

▪  Enable your internal Network teams to 

deploy new Azure networking 

solutions and use existing services with 

confidence. 

▪  Safeguard the networking services 

you deploy on Azure to ensure they 

are appropriately secured, managed, 

and monitored. 

The Azure Advanced Networking consulting service from 

Servent provides your organisation with a mechanism to 

engage with our Azure Architects and Engineers on all 

aspects of Azure networking.  

As the Azure public cloud has grown so have the numerous 

networking solutions available on the platform. Between the 

networking services native to the platform and the 

hundreds of others published in the Azure Marketplace the 

sheer scale of available and potential solutions can be 

somewhat overwhelming.  

This is where Servent are best placed to help. Given our 

heritage on Azure we have a deep understanding of both 

native Azure and third party offerings available in the Azure 

Marketplace. We work with you to understand your 

business and architect hybrid and cloud networking 

solutions and services which provide you with the best and 

most appropriate cloud and hybrid networking solutions for 

your organisation. 

To simplify matters we’ve broken down our Azure Advanced 

Networking consulting services into four specific areas, as 

presented below.  

 

We will review what you have in place with regards to 

hybrid and cloud networking and work alongside your 

Networking teams to ensure the solutions chosen are both 

appropriate and the correct fit for your organisation. Read 

on to understand more about each of the four phases of 

our Azure Advanced Networking consulting services.  
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 Connectivity Services  

Connectivity between Azure services and back to 

your on-premises network is always going to be 

essential.  

Without connectivity services such as VNets, 

Express Route, Gateways and Virtual WAN there 

will be no means to connect your resources no 

matter whether they are located in the public 

cloud or on-premises.  

We can help establish these services for you and 

also we are also equally capable of reviewing 

existing connectivity services being used 

currently. We undertake this task with a view of 

enhancing and supplementing what you have 

deployed currently by using either native Azure 

connectivity services or those available from third 

parties via the Azure Marketplace.  

Application Protection Services  

Our expertise in protecting your network and 

application services will help ensure that your 

Azure hosted services are appropriately secured 

and protected at all times.  

No matter the type of security attack we can 

prevent impact to your service by using native 

Azure or third party networking solutions and 

offerings. With the application protection services 

we have available we will help you that your 

applications remain operational in Azure at all 

times.    

 

 

 

 

 

Application delivery services 

Given the truly global nature of the Azure 

cloud one of its greatest benefits is 

undoubtedly the presence across every 

continent and region of the globe. Azure is 

primed to seamlessly deliver application 

content no matter the end users 

geographical location.  

Why is this important? Well in the world 

today there is an expectation of speed for 

everything we do online. Application 

content delivery is no different. With the 

Azure Content Delivery Network we can 

help you deliver content faster by 

deploying to strategically placed physical 

nodes across the world and in a highly 

optimal manner. 

Networking monitoring 

Networking and its availability is absolutely 

critical in Azure.  Our Engineers can take 

provide the expertise to setup and 

configure all aspects of network 

monitoring, so you don’t have to.  

With our many years’ experience we are 

ideally positioned to setup all Azure 

network monitoring services on your 

behalf.   

Please get in touch if you want to have a 

further conversation on the Azure 

Advanced Networking service from Servent. 
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